If you are here to read off my background so you can introduce me as a speaker, please feel free to pull from these very fascinating and convincing tidbits. But, to be honest, listening to someone read off someone else’s bio is not all that entertaining or helpful. It is much better to introduce me by talking about how you know me and my work and why you think this is the right time for me to talk to your particular group. Set the stage for how this relates to your organizational mission. I’ll take it from there.

**Evergreen Bio - Long**

Dr. Stephanie Evergreen is an internationally-recognized speaker, designer, and researcher. She is best known for bringing a research-based approach to helping people better communicate their work through more effective graphs, slides, and reports. A Fulbright scholar, she holds a PhD in interdisciplinary research, which included a dissertation on the extent of graphic design use in written research reporting. Dr. Evergreen has trained people worldwide through keynote presentations and workshops, for Fortune 500 clients like MasterCard and Facebook and mission-aligned clients like the United Nations, the Boys and Girls Club, AARP, and The Alaska Native Trial Health Consortium. She is the 2015 recipient of the American Evaluation Association's Guttentag award, given for notable accomplishments early in a career and the 2017 recipient of the Myrdal award for impacts on practice. Dr. Evergreen is co-editor and co-author of two issues of *New Directions for Evaluation* on data visualization. She writes a popular blog on data presentation at StephanieEvergreen.com. Her two books on designing high-impact graphs, slideshows, and reports both hit #1 on Amazon bestseller lists weeks before they were even released. In 2019, Dr. Evergreen published the second edition of one of those bestsellers and a brand new sketchbook with templates for making infographics and dashboards.

**Evergreen Bio – Short (ish)**

Dr. Stephanie Evergreen is an internationally-recognized data visualization and design expert. She has trained future data nerds worldwide through keynote presentations and workshops, for Fortune 500 clients like MasterCard and Facebook and mission-aligned clients like the United Nations, the Boys and Girls Club, AARP, and The Alaska Native Trial Health Consortium. She writes a popular blog on data presentation at StephanieEvergreen.com. Her two books on designing high-impact graphs, slideshows, and reports both hit #1 on Amazon bestseller lists weeks before they were even released.